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•
Slates debate issues

f'
The debate between the contenders for the Presidential position in student
government which was reeently held in the Brockman Hall Lobby.

by Steve Kunath
News Staff Reporter
Thursday night, March 22, Brockman
Hall hosted the first of three scheduled debates between the slates contending for
President and Vice-President of Xavier's
student government. The debates have
been set up to enable students to hear and
question the slates. Thus informed, the student body will be better able to make a
wise decision in voting. To assure equal opportuni tes for each of the slates, John
Wettstein, elections ch~irman, insisted
that questions be phrased so that each
slate oould answer. This policy was also
meant to assure the safety of each slate
from planted and leading questions.
The debate began with short speeches by
each slate which included some reasons
why they are running for election and
some basics of their respective platforms.
Due to Smith's absence, John Baum spoke
for· the Smith-Baum ticket. "I really love
this place," was the thematic phrase of
Baum's talk. Baum mentioned that he
can't promise five concerts for next year
because he just doesn't know what next
year has in store. Baum also notes that
there seems to be a game played at present
student government meetings, with the result that an aware observer can usually
tell how the voting will go. Baum insisted
that "we have a lot of great things here"
and that "the students haven't lost contact
with student government, but student government has lost contact with the students."
Rocco Saracina said that he can see con.
-

crete reasons why people are diuatiefied
with. Xavier. He maintained. that student
government has givven people a right to be
unhappy. Saracina feels that the primary
thrust of student government should be
academic reform. He also stated that Xavier needs a study of the dorms and that
student government should help get the
small things done, such as getting "oli the
back of a janitor to fix a window fast.er."
Moroney agreed and said that apathy will
go away when students see things being
acted upon. He then said that fixing the
little things will make students aware that
things are being done.
The Zeno-Lechleiter ticket ended the
short speeches with Zeno stating that student government has been effective this
year. He mentioned the studies on the core
curriculum and the residence halls that
will be published in the near future. Zeno
noted three substantial improvements: The
administration has started to talk; the faculty has come alive; and over 700 students
voted in the last student government sena·
torial election, more than voted in last
year's student presidentail election; Lech·
leiter followed with the statement that the
only things in their platform are things
that they can accomplish. He feels that
student government can apply pressure to
get better quality course in the core curricu·
lum. Lechleiter stated that by lowering the
ID fee (from which student government is
funded) from $.5 to $2.50, they could set an
· example for the administration by show·
ing that student government doesn't subsidize itself. He also said that it is the job
of student government to make sure that
Xavier students get their money's worth
and that the Zeno-Lechleiter slate would
carry the enthusiasm of this year's student
government into next Y,e~.,, .
The question of where-their emphasis
uits who live in the residence halls, the would lie if elected was. then posed to the
number of educational programs provided, candidates. The Smith-Baum ticket would
hall grade point average, property damage,
like to get the students to enjoy the school
and alcohol abuse.

·Mulligan expands intervisitation
by Frank Landry
News Editor
A proposal dealing with new inter~
visitation hours for Xavier University
Residence Halls has been. approved by
Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., President of
Xavier University.
The new proposal, put int.a effect March
26, 1973; provides for the following intervisitati on hours for all halls: 3 p.m.-11
p.m., S\lnday through Thursday; 3 p.m.-1
a.m., Friday and Saturday. The final draft
of the pf9posal had been submitt.ed to Mulligan by Mr. Roderick .C. Shearer, Vice
President for Student Affairs, on March 19.
According to the Shearer proposal, the
expanded hours for intervisitation ~re intended to provide for commuter visitation
in dorms when commuters are on campus,
that is, during afternoon hours. In addition, the change in hours is intended to increase study and socializing for men and
women students.
The proposal states that each floor or
wing. must choose its hours from the max-

imum permitted under the new policy by
simple majority vote of the residents.
Under the guidelines of the new policy,
the Assistant Dean os Students (Housing)
is called upon to work with his staff and
colleagues to "conduct educational programs at the hall and floor levels to assist
students to better understand how to use
their greater degree of freedom in the context of their own standards of conduct."
Additional guidelines stress strict enforcement, especially on the part of all
R.A.s and Directors. The proposal, in an effort to provide for uniform enforcement,
spelJs out specific penalties which in some
instances provide for suspension.
· The new intervisitation program will be
evaluated at the end of the current semester. AT that time, the proposal notes, a decision on whether to .continue the policy
will be rendered. The proposal states that
several factors will influence the evaluation; Several factors cited.are: the degree
of compliance, the observations of the Jes-

Co0101ittee· for dor01 life
study making progress
representation within the next two weeks.
by Frank Landry
Tom said that this method of approach
News Editor
The Committee for the quality of Student will enable committee members to gather
Life in Residence Halls has i.ssued a pre· ideas to stimulate discussions.
Tom said that he did not believe that a
liminary draft entitled Towards a Philosophy of Residence Hall Life.' This statement, survey would yield significant data. Inaccording to Mr. David A: Tom, Director of stead, he observed that the conducting of
Housing and Chairman of this committee; meetings in .each area would "stimulate
points to progress which has been made in questions and reactions."
anticipation of a final report which will be
Reporting on the progress of his com·
submitted to Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., mittee, Tom noted that a lot of things have
President of Xavier University, iri April.
· been discussed although his committee is
/ Committee m~mbers, in addition to Tom, still in the data gathering stages.
:~are: Miss Yvette Asque, Mr. Pete Caproni,
Tom reported that his committee will
Mr. Bob Adolfson, Mr. John Gohman, Mr. make a recommendation to the President
Vincent C. Tucker, Mr. Bill Daily, Sr. Ellen some time in April. He said that this recFrankenburg, Rev. Philip Grib, S.J., Rev. ommendation will develop a philosophy for
Richard J. Middendorf, S.J., Mr. Kim residence hall life and that it will generate
Knoppe, and Dr. Don J. Cosgrove.
changes consistent with such a philosoTom told the News that one meeting will phy. Tom conceded, however, that a lot
be held by the committee with each ~rea of will depend on the president.

.
Committee
says ''No ,, to
University Public(Jtion

by Dennis C. King
and added that the committee was not ei='
Editor-in-Chief
pected "to investigate cost factors in·
The University Programs and Publica- volved."
·
tions Committee voted Friday to recomIn the following· discussion, the com·
mend the retention of Xavier's two present mittee beCame convinced that both publipublications (Xavier News and Commu- cations were intended to reach a specific
nique). The committee had been asked by
audience and to develop a publication to
Roderick C. Shearer "to study the feasibil- reach the entire community would be diffi.
ity and advisability of establishing a Uni- cult, if not impossible.
versity newspaper to replace· both the Xa·
It was also brought to the committees atvier News and the Commuunique."
tention that to attempt such a merger
The committee initially viewed three pos- would be contrary to present trends in pubsible alternatives: recommend the reten- lishing with periodicals and newspapers
tion of the publications; eliminate one or concentrating their scope on specialize<J
both; other alternatives of merging the two audiences.
publications.
Some members expressed concern over
Some members expressed confusion over the fact that the intention of the study was
how much influence was exerted by eco- a punitive one and directed toward the
nomic factors and how much was based on elimination of the Xavier News. The com·
criticism of the publications. Shearer's mittee w~ generatly agreed that such a
. memorandum had stated that "there is a move woiild be viewed as such by the stugreat deal of criticism of both papers by dent population at Xavier. The vote to re·
facuity and students for different reasons," ·tain the publications was unanimous.
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Rumor has it that Ed Turner, Safety Security Chief, lamenting the stale food
in the cafeteria, has set up several corrals for the breeding and slaughtering of
livestock. Although the prime cuts will probably go to Schott, dorm students
may expect some improvement in their eating fare.
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Senate candidates offer views, interests
KARLA THOMPSON
lf Xavier's student government is
to be an effective body, it must, I
believe, strive for three basic goals:
a sincere concern for the needs and
interesJs of the students, a means
of communication between the senate and the students it represents,
and an eagerness on the part of all
the members of the senate. A~ a
freshman, I am concerned and willing to work to achieve these goals.

curriculum to allow more electives,
but not changes in student's major
requirements, should be evaluated
at length.
·
We need more publicity on the intramural program as not many student were aware of this year's activities.
.
1 am a freshman but much high
.
sc h oo1 experience
s'hou Id h e1p me
be an effective and active member
·
0f th e Sena te ·

ate is that it seems that during my
two years here too many of Xavier's students have turned off too
much of what is going on out8ide of
the University. I would like to try
to make Xavier students more a
part .of the total picture of what's
going on today. As long as our education. i~ restr~cted to academics
alone, it 1s a failure.

PAUL PETERHANS
In running for the Senate, I feel
AL LOPEZ
that there are many academic pro·
MIKE McCAFFREY
The greatest factor influencing gr.ams and social acti~ities that
St.udent Senate ?ol~s much po· my decision to seek the position of this school .has lacked ~n the past
t~nti~I ~s an orgamzat10n, but I he· student senator is the lack of an year. I b.eheve that. "'.1th strong
he~e 1t 1s wasted because of a lack authentic grass roots commu- lea~ersh1p and a umfied Sen_ate,
of m~uence on th~ s_tudei:its and nication between our present sen- XaVIer could ?ecome a mor~ profitcertamly, ~he Admm1strabon. Be- ate and the student community.
abl.e and enJoyable. learnmg exfore anythmg else I would work to
.
penence. The followmg are a few
gain necessary power for the sen· I firmly beheve t~at a moder:ite ideas that I feel should be stressed:
ate so that it could become the decre~se of core-cumculum r~qmre- a stronger counselling program,
truly influential voice it should be. ments.ena~les the p~rsuit of a also a program made up of up1 believe in the potential of Xa- more d1v~rs1~ed education. I favor perclassmen to help 1st semester
. IY the· publication
freshman decide on a good sched·
. an d wou Id l'k
1 e to serve s1mp
h
d ofh teacher
·
· eval·
·
vier
to help better it. I'm not involved in uabon s eets a~ t e mveshgatmn ule of classes and teachers for the
,,
of both cafeteria and bookstore to 2nd semester And I firmly believe
th e curren t " po l"ti"
1 cs on campus, 1 ·
th · ff" ·
F
h
·
think all sides have something improve eir e i~iency. or t ese that social activities should be pro·
· Iy wan t to reasons I would like your support. vided for the students that interest
worth wh1'le to say. I s1mp
work for Xavier and will propose
them, not just the administration.
new ideas, listen, argue, and be
DAVE ELLERBROCK
MILTON T. SPROWL
around to work for their ultimate One of the main reasons behind Th"
t"
If
. to · tr d
success.
my decision to run for Student Sen- to this ar fic 1e is hm 0 ucetmknysew
ose o you w o may no
o
EDWARD W. BAUER
The function of the senators as I
see it, is that we, as a group, should
be more aware of the resources that
can be tapped within the university, and to try to work together on
projects that we have deemed ad·
vantageous to the university.
Obviously student government is
in need of a change, I don't pretend
to be able to affect that change by
myself, but with the help of the
other senators, and you the student
body, actual student government
could become a reality, even at Xavier.

me, and ·what I hope to do. I am
seeking office in the Student Senate because I feel qualified to bring
about the constructive change that
will benefit the entire Xavier community. I would like. to see extracurricular activities that not only
provide an alternative to academic
pursuits, but also appeal to broadened interes~ and are en~oyable.
These ~ould mclu~e lucrative concerts with groups hke Bread or possibly Dione Warwick. I'd also like
to bring in speakers on contempo·
rary issues to start the educational
process outside the four walls of
the classroom. The city of Cincinnati is rich in arts and social entertainment. Shuttlebusses could and
should be provided for the student
without any means of transportation. We should also have afternoon activities for the convenience of the commuters.
DOUG McGRATH
.
1 am a candidate for t.he Student
Senate because ~Y hem~ Freshman Class President this year I
have become more aware that the
!>roble~s of the students .are not
Just social but also a~adem1c. I feel
that I am more quahfied to hold a
seat on the Senate because of my
experience this year with the stu-

dents and the student government.
I am what you might call a commuter in residence. I come for my
classes and then spend my afternoons and evenings attending
functions which deal with the
campus. By being both I have come
to know the problems you all face
by living and ~ttending classes
here. I feel I can do a responsible
job for you on Senate, but I need
your vote of confience this Thursday and Friday.
'
EUGENE STREDRICK
These are the things, I will work
for if elected to Student Senate:
more black cheerleaders; philoso·
phy. hours reduced to 9 hours; no
theology for non-Catholics; decrease General fee $50 per semester; more facilities for commuters;
reduce the cost of pool from $1.20 to
$1.00 per hour; return unallocated
grant and scholarship money to
students; have Black profs teaching Black courses; set up requirement for returning books to the
book store using drop slip or receipt
not both; appoint a Black represeritative to the Xavier News staff;
reestablish the Homecoming Queen
contests; have better ventilation in
the Games Room· and incrtiase security.
'

Reischauer hits Nixon's diplomacy

This article is the third in a making of a "new man" in the Peo- to sink vast sums into nuclear ar- Chi S ·
.
.
.
.
.
.
pies Republic of China
na ea ts surrounded by hostile
se~ies dea_lmg with the Ch~na I'!.
·
maments, are well off under the ~u- forces. Chinese, Russian Ja astitute being offered at Xavier this Dr. Re1sc?auer stated that the re- clear umbrella of the. U.S. In spite nese, arid Korean. South E.;.t lsia
semester. On March 17, Dr. Ed- cent estabhshment of formal rela· of the Japanese feehng of "same is a sphere of influenc both Ch'
ward O. Reischauer, the American. tions betwe~n China and Japan r~ce and same culture". their past and Japan seek to do:iinate _ : :
ambassador to Japan from 1961- represents diplomatic necessity for history has made both sharply con- Chinese through subv r 1•0
d
1966 addressed the Institute on the both countries. The great fear the trasting nations. Both sides still political power
d the ~ nan ·
8
role of Asia's two superpowers, Ja- Chinese hold for the Russians has ha~e contempt for each other, said through treniendan
al?an~s~
0
pan and China, in the Far East. moved them closer to their tradi· Re1schauer, and as a result, the mination Fi ~~s ~n~m~
Dr. Reischauer, was in Cincinnati tional enemy in an attempt to dis- ~rospects for a real political al- claimed that ~a y,
e~cc:~er
1
to ~ddress the Cincinnati World Af· co~rage the moves of the So".iet hance and cooperation do not exist. would surely be~:~: 1 ::d in a : : .
fairs Conference on Japan March ~mon to welC<?me ~apa?ese capital ~mbassador Reischauer also tential blow-up in Korea. Any fu·
16.
.
mvestment 10 S1b~r1a. J.apan, delineated.areas which may invite ture conflict between Japan and
CARLCIANGI
Dr. Edwin 0. Reischauer, in his w?ose low posture 10 fo~eign af- ~uture Chmese-Japanese clash of China, however, is tempered by the
I basically feel that in the last
8
two years there has been too much remarks on Chinese and Japanese fair~ after World. War II dicta~d 1nte~ests. Both countries to be sure fact that the vast power of these
relations,
expressed
the
opiniop
the
pohcy
closely
tied.
to
the
Umted
are m~rested ~ the potential off- two giants comes from opposite
apathy shown by a majority of the
students with regard to X.U. stu- treatment the United States has ac- State~, was forcP.d .m the wak., of shore oil deposits on the Asian con- ends: The economic clout of the
dent government. I would like to corded its great Asian ally, Japan, ~e Nix~n shock to make the same tinental shelf. This problem may Japanese versus the vast hordes of
see this apathy of the students who recently established diplo- ramatic moves as the ~.S. and be premature, however, since the the Chinese military.
·
turned into involvement. Students matic relations with the People's even ~o beyond to the pomt of exshould be shown that student gov· Republic of China, has certainly changing ambassadors.
ernment functions with student in· not reflected amiable intentions on . In recent years, Japan and
terests and needs in mind. If the Nixon Administration. Claim· China have come to view each
elected, I will try to make the stu· ing that we have not clearly ex- other as potential partnerfl rather
dent government, here at Xavier, pressed our interests, Reischauer than antagonists in Asia. Dr. Reis·
0
work for the goals and ideas of the said that the Nixon Doctrine, chauer, however, discouraged spec·
which defines America's com· ulation that China and Japan in
students.
mitment to the non-communist the forseeable future can or will
b F
k L d
world of Asia is so set in terms of form a mammoth military and ecoY ran
an ry
·
communication for those who proJIM LINSENMEYER
Asia as to be racist in outlook. He nomic power bloc in Asia. China A panel discussion on the issue cure abortion.
·
· remar k e d that the
··
I am a f res h man rest· d ent ·o f stated that the United States dis· and Japan, although standing to of abortion
W d drew a sizeable crowd O ppen h eim
Brockman Hall from Huntington, playing great concern over the ex- benefit in the long run· by amiable 1ast e nesday, Mar~h 21. The Catholic reaction to the Supreme·
W. Va. and I~~ currently a mem- plosive rise of the Japanese econ· relations, fed by a free exchange of ~:gram was presente~ 1~ the Cash Court decision will .first be one of
her of the Jud1c1al Board for Brock· omy, has reacted politically to the commercial goods, simply do not
m of the Logan Building.
anger and then sickened.shock.
ni:an ~all. My mai~ in~rest in run· Asian scne by playing down our es· share enough basic concerns to jus- Participating on the panel were ~ong his arguments,. Oppenheim
mng m the elect10n for Student timation of Japan in work diplo- tify speculation of a Sino-Japanese four faculty members: Rev. FranklDJected the element of basic conSenate is that I am just a restless ma tic circles. As a result of the alliance.·
Oppenheim, S.J., Rev. George A. cern for human life. He added: "A
person who feels that one cannot "Nixon shock " his surprise an- Dr R 1. h
t ted th t J
Curran, S.J., Rev. Joseph Peters pregnant woman and·unborn child
• to the Japanese)
. Ch"
e sc auer s a . a . apa•even as Just
.
.
· 1"di y w h"l
sit
1 e ot h er stu d en ts are nouncement (even
. SJ
. ., an d Rev. Fleck.
conceived
are the clos-•
t ki
h t" .
.
nese- 1nese economic umon is
t f . hb
,,
•
a ng apa,t. e 1c views concernmg of his impending trip to the h
"f t
,, Ch"
t th
Peters opened the pr
t t' es o ne1g ors.
important issues at hand. Besides p
1• R
bl' f Ch"
J
s eer .an ~sy ·
ma, a . e . h
.
.
esen a 10 n C ·
.
copes epu ic 0
ma, apan present time, is not concerned with wit a senes of shdes and comurran said that the Supreme
. .
,
.
drrnki_ng at Danas, t~e f?vonte has been forced to reevaluate its rapidly increasing its foreign trade. mentary intended to "present some Court decision calls into question
past
is . com· position with respec t t o th e Ch"1- The PRC 1s
· channelmg
.
. do- of' th e ear JY s t ages ofh uman devel- th e rig
· ht of .parents to create hfe.
·
. .time here at. Xavier
.
all 1ts
plarnmg. Compl~mt 1 ~ good if you nese Communist and to wield a mestic resources to the redistribu- opment." Speaking of the human He noted that "the most endanknow wher~ to direct it, but as yet heavy economic stick in Asian and tion of wealth and the creation of embryo, Peters remarked: "I think gered are the old, and weak. This
many. good ideas have fallen to the World affairs.
the new man in China. In addition, its human from the start. In biol- type of climate can become sub· re1ative
· Iy 1·ittle the Chmese
·
· an d th reaten the ·essential
·
ogy, we caII a b"ir d em bryo a b"1rd, vers1ve
bways1det dbecause fthey
·thhave
t "t. not Th e recent detente between t here 1s
i:~~ a\e d up~n~1b e_e 1 a ,!.;s UP, China a.nd Japan is in· sharp con- are willing to export to Japan since and a frog_ embryo a frog. I think ~quality of all human persons."
h es ~he~ b f t~n~ up~ ~a~ trast to a history of stormy rela- the bulk of China's natural re- we ought to be consistent." Peters :::urran said that there is a danger
w ~reast the J?,.d0 "ef enathr ist 0 tions marked by general lack of sources are being mobilized in the concluded his slide leccture with :hat this decision, should it precipi1 e~ t~o~ ./ :. u- communication and open warfare. Communist tradition of self-suffi. the following' statement: "You :ate a trend,' may evolve into an
~ee t ou d :
0
ends atnh . su~tptyk etim 18 ive There remains today-'in China and ciency for China's own industrial don't change a thing by calling it !litist determination as to who may
an en'd us1asm
· · a 1so m· an o th er name. If Iawyers and ive, a n d wh o may no t l"1ve. I n conth
b ti 1 tha es o tpropose d eep resentment of the Japanese d eve 1opmen t . Ch'ma is
who lorded over China as con- disposed to modify its economy to judges call this thing non-human, !luding his remarks, Curran said:
ese 1 eas e ore e 8 ena e.
quering invaders and imperialist become a market for the vast out- it's still human."
'T~e abortion decision could be an
DONALD THEIS
exploiters. Japan, however, re- put of the Japanese economy.
. Fleck treated the moral stance of >mmo~s portent of things to come.
I believe I am qualified to help mains a nostalgic daughter of Reischauer also described as fan- the Church regarding the issue of~here 18 a nee~ for active concern
establish better communications China, roma~ticising her historic tasy the possibility of a Sino-Japa- abortion. He noted the statements ~r t~e well bemg of all our fellow
between the Sen~te and t1.1e Stu- ?ultural. rel~t10ns and 10!1g-stand- nese military alliance. The Chinese of many of the modern popes all en.
dent Body by seekmg out different mg.adm~ration for the Chmese. Es- nuclear arsenal, growing· at a condemning the killing of off- Following these presentations,
members of the student body at pecrnlly m more recent years, thll·e steady pace, now seriously cha!- spring. Nothing that the Church's ~he panelists answered various
random, to get their opinions before h?s been a fa~cinatio? in Japan lenges and consequently neutral- condemnation of abortion is a Jong~uestions .from the audience which
meetings.
With the exp~riment "'.01.ng ?n next izes the Soviet nuclear threat. The standing view, he said that Canon included a good number of faculty,
Discussions on change ·in core door: the social reorgnuzahon and Japanese, having no inclinations Law even prov i. des for ex _participants.

A bor.-tio_
• n pan. el draws·
La rue Cr. OW d.' r.espo n.Se
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CSO features Kunzel, Dichter
MISHA DICHTER GUESTS
WITH
CINCINNATI SYMPHONY IN
A
PROGRAM OF EARLY 20th
~ENTURY MUSIC

the night at a speed of 12 kilome- Rome" and "Pines of Rome" in deters per hour..."
scribing the beauties of Respighi's
favorite city both past and present.
Th~ c~~cert cl!>ses .with Ot~?n° Ticket.a for the concert.a are availRespigh1 s. sym.~hom.c poem . ~- abe, $3 to $7, at the Symphony Box
man Festivals' . ~his wor~ Joins Office, 29 West Fourth Street, Cinthe compos~r s . Founlams of cinnati, Phone 381-2660.

Erich Kunzel conduct.a the Cin·
cinnati Symphony Orchestra with
guest pianist Misha Dichter in a
program of works written between
1923 and 1934 and representing a
wide variety of styles. The pair of
subscription concerts takes place
·Friday and Saturday, March 30 The most complete retrospective later.
and 31, at 8:30 pm in Music Hall. exhibition of prints and drawings In the
r
ted
ear ier group, represen
.
by the 20th century Dut h rt•1 t
Misha Dichter is regarded inter· M
•t C E h
c a ~ 'by about 25 prinhl in the Cincin·
.
ll
aur1 s . sc er ever seen 1n
. h
.
·
nahona y as one of the most Am .
ill b
' ted b th nat1 s ow, Escher's output was f';
.
t
.
.
f
h
enca
w
e
presen
y
e
h
.
d
b
h'
.
f
m
brill1an musicians o t e younger C. .
t. ·A t M
f
c aractenze y is expressions o r;t .
1
generation. He studied at the M a~~~n~4at~ r h .,;;seu1 1 ;~~ visual realities, infused with· a ~J l
Juilliard School of Music with Thi xh·b·t·roug t'tlady "H,.
·vivid and very personal way of ~ ~
.
Lh evmee.
.
Now on1y •- M
s eun'•-1 C
1 ion en
i e h ,, omage
Mme. Ro sma
1oo k'ing at 1an d scapes an d arc h'1- ,-"
.
E
·\"..;·'
.'{(/ ;:
.
1 sc er aso1s
"" a .., orne1s
.
1
27 years, h e has laready captured th f. t
.
t
t'
tecture. His preference for the to· ~·:t·
.
th ii
d . th
h
f S h
••?I·.
e us ma1or re rospec 1ve
et'~ valerTmhe ~k1 m k ep~ 966 1Cnter· presented since his death on March pol ~apdybo bout ern 1taf1y is ?XI· ~ ;_
na ion
c ai ovs y iano om·
p a1ne
y t e range o specia 'fll. ;
27 1972
petition, made two concert t.ours of ' ·
·
.
structures and dramatic contrasts ~~l!;
the Soviet Union by special in· . Organized by the Museum's As- it offered, in line with his search ~@Ii
vitation of the Ministry of Culture, s1stant Curator of Prints! Kristin for the always unexpected angle of ~ i
toured in Israel, Japan, and Eu· Spangenbe~g, the show includes view. In the architectural subjects ~:?~\ 1;
rope, and is a respected artist on over 1.50 prmts loaned from .the he delighted in combining different j{~ '.
the performance schedules of the P?oemx Gallery, Berkeley, Califor· special experiences within the Y:'n :
major United States orchestras.
ma, most of them from the per· same composition - the prow of a f~ !
' . Mr. Dichter will perform Rach· sonal collection of the Escher pa· ship combined with the phospho· ~ ~
inaninoffs inventive Rhapsody on tron G. W. Locher. ~hese a re rescent wake of dolphins cutting~~~
a· Theme of Paganini which has 24 augmented ~y a special loan of through heavy seas, the burst of~\~'.
variations on "Caprice in A minor" twenty drawmgs and woodbl~cks fireworks over a town, the phenom· ~'5f: i
by the· 18th century violin virtuoso from the M.C. Escher Foundation, ena of mirror reflections - all mul- V:.f!: >.
Paganini. Brahms, Schumann, and Haage Ge~eentemu~eum, T~e tiple elements of the observed
Liszt had already built works on ~ague! w~ich are commg to Cm- world viewed from opposed angles
this same Caprice, but Rachmani· cmnati dire.ctly from Holland. of.vision.
.
.
. Later the entire show moves to the
d~hate
From the time ofh1s return to the
noff was a ble to fi n d even more m· Det 't 1 t't te 0 f Art.a£ 1'ts 1
triguing things t.o do with it. There othrOI
hns
~
u
orl
.Yt
Lowlands,
he
became
increasingly
te
on
er s owmg as a comp e um
(Continued from page J)
zeno-Lechleiter stated that you
is a "program" to the Rhapsody ... th U •ted St te
absorbed in his own inventions.
· m e m·
s·pace and contours, relat1vtty
· · m
· more. They fieel that there is a prob- c an 't P l ay a b.ig-hme
·
. a s. ·
football
The "Dies I rae," a med.ieva 1 p lam·
song from the Mass for the Dead, ."All mr, -:vorks are games, seious the concept of scale, dual functions lem in attitude, the student.a must schedule at a small-time school.
appears in several variations sug- games.·· is Escher's own state- of cont.ours all had dominance in he made aware that Xavier is a They suggested that the $418 000
gesting "an evial spirit". There ment about his work. This Dutch these works. Some images were good place to go to school. Sara- net ldl>s of the football progra~ be
was an old story which said that artist during his. lifetime stood pure geometric figures; others like ci.na-Moroney basically agreed channelled into the basketball proPaganini had sold his soul to the apart from the mamstream of 20th Circle Limit IV (Heaven and Hell) with Baum. They would try to im- gr~m and more and varied indevil in exchange for perfection in century art. His amazing rise to. are black devils seen against a prove peoples' attitude and con- tramural sports.
his art and for a woman. Rach- popularity in part has come about white ground which on closer in- fidence in Xavier. Zeno and Lechmaninoffs variations seem t.o dep- from his appeal to such diversified spection turns out to be angels. His leiter said _that they would make
ict various event.a in Paganini's en- fields as medicine, psychology, intersecting geometrical planes are the administrat~on student governcounter with the devil, with the ph~si~s and mathematics whose visually puzzling, and often are ve- me?t accountable to the student.a.
woman, and finally his triumph basic ideas the artist fascinatingly hides for the addition of human or This would entail informing the
over evil.
has translated into visual terms. animal figures at whom he pokes students of what was really going
Mr. Kunzel will open the March His influences also included ~rchi- 3 ardonic fun.
on.
30-31 concerts with the Cincinnati tecture, landsc~pes, the mosaics of Escher's remarkable skill as a The problem of Xavier's particiPremiere of Kurt Weill's Symphony Italy a~d Spam a~d the n~tural craftsman comes through in all his pation in intercollegiate football
No. 2. Although Weill is best crys.talhne formations which he works, especially in the wood en- was then brought up. The Smithknown as a composer of opera and studied thor?~ghly. ~~had the al- gravings which he handled with Baum slate said that they didn't We're looking for part-time
Broadway musicals, the Second ways-surprising abiht~ to adapt unlimited variations, always deli- know the an~wer, hut Xavier can't help to promote the campus
Symphony is "absolute music", ?bst~act forms t.o reco~izeable ~b- cate and completely controlled. The go half-~ay, it must either support market for film developing.
without a story. The Symphony Jec~, to suggest ~ cont~nuum to m- presence of such a wide range of or get nd ~f the football progra~.
was begun in January1933, just as fimty t~rough hlB dehcate craft.a- drawings from the M.C. Escher The Saracma-Moroney slate said Our rep will distribute proHitler ascended to power forcing mans hip - eve~ through the Foundation in the current show that student government should motional materials, posters.
Weill to flee Germany and finish usual~y blunt medi~m ~f the wood· and the inclusion of two of his en· now support ~he program because "free" processing coupons,
this work in France. As a result, b~ock, ~create the tll~sion of three- graved woodblocks add to the stu~ents are mvolved; hut another etc. No photo experience
the Symphony has a somber feel· dimensional .P~rspect1ye th~ugh a viewer's comprehension of the art· review of the situation should be necessary.
ing of suppressed confliCt
flat compos1t1on which rehed on . t'
th d f
f
made at the end of next season. Good money-maker! Your
·
one or two specific details to draw is 8 me 0 s 0 crea mg.
efforts backed by college
When Mr. Kunzel and the Or· the eye int.o space. His seeming per· Escher's mastery of geometric
WILLIS SIMMONS
newspaper
ads. Don't pass
~hes~a. perfo~ Arthur ~onegge~'s fections of perspective hold their principles and s~ientific ideas led
TYPING SERVICE
this one up.
Pacific 231 , the audience wtll ·0 wn surprises: in his own words m the past to his too frequently
think a train is chugging through about the pring Belvedere "In a being dismissed as a pure theo- 2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155
Typing Student Papers,
Music Hall. Honegger explained three dimensional world siroulta· retician, rather than a truly crea·
this .work: "I have alway~ had a neous front and back is an impossi· ~ve arti~t. In the. latter.yem;s ofh!s
Author MS.
passionate love for locomotives. To bility, and cannot be illustrated. life and m the bnef penod since his
Call By Appointment Only.
me they - and I love them passio· Yet it is' quite poBBible t.o draw an death, however, his work has been:===========~~
naf:elY as others are passionate in object which displays a different ~ewed an~ re~ewed· with con~in·
their love for horses and women - reality when viewed from above uing fascination by the entire Be the FIRST to know.
N•me
are like living creatures. What land from below."
world. The extensive retrospective
xaare••
wanted to express in "Pacific 231"
.
.
exhibition in Cincinnati only can
Hear the results of Xavier's
is not the noise of an engine, but E~cher;i;; ~rn i~ ~ 8~: ~~ Leeu- help to clarify his place in the his·
cllv
Presidential and Student
went tory of 20th century art.
the visual impression and the :,art e;, 0 h~tec' an. inH
1
senate
elections
on
physical sensation of it. These I
s u Y arc 1 ture ~ aar em at
·
Sl•le
Zip
strove t.o express by means of a mu· the Sc~ool for Architecture and The Escher Exhibition may be
college or Univ.
sical composition. 1 ~ point of de- Decorative Arts.1'.here. he was en· seen on weekdays from 10 a.m. t.o 5 WVXU _ FM 91. 7
parture is an objective con· couraged to le~ve ar~~1tecture ~d p.m. and on Sundays from 1to5
······-············---~
Friday, March 30
templation: quiet respiration of an to d!vote all his tram~g to pnnt· p.m., with free admission. Two speengine in a state of immobility· its malung when one of his teachen cial evening showings also have
From 5 p.m. to 6-p.m.
· t t• . •t
· d l, · discovered his talent for graphic been arranged for Tuesdays,
e ffor t i~ s ar mg, 1 ~ gra ua m· arts B 1922 h
rted h.
ls March 27 and April 3 when the'-;:============-;.._-----------crease m speed, leading from the
· Y
• e sta
is trave
.
.
•
. ..
l · to th
th ti
dif
f
t.o Italy and Spain and was so fas· Alms Wing temporary exhibition
yn? f;~ato e ~cot~· I~~ o a~ cinated by the It~lian landscape gBileries will be open continuously
emnne o
ns ur mg roug that he made his home in that from 10 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Exhihi·
country from 1923 t.o 1935. He later tion checklists are being mailed . Available for the first time, beautifully framed
returned t.o Spain to study Moorish free of charge to members of the
olde time movie idols in polished silver frames
mosaics in the Alhambra and in Museum, and will be on sale at the
the famous mosque, La Mezquita, Museum ~hop, along wit~ E~her
20x28, of Charlie Chaplin, W. C. Fields and
in Cordoba. In 1937 he moved t.o reproductions and pubhcatlons.
Mae West, Jean H·arlow, Clark Gable, Laurel &
Belgium, and in 1941 returned t.o Through March 2~, visitors also
his native Holland which he left may see two other important tern· Hardy, Will Rogers, Clara Bow, Ttie Marx
only for brief travels in the last porary exhibitions in the Museum,
Brothers, Wallace Beery and Marie Dressler,
years of his life. Consistently his "San Francisco Area Printmakers"
John Barrymore.
g~graphic surroundings greatly and "The. Ma~ews: M~sterpiece~
affected his style, and there is a of the California Decor!lt~':'e Style.
Price $14.50 each.
Phone 821-8902.
- NE Ac:H_O. ·Dt-• ·DON'T POLWTE done
sharp contrast between his work Catalogs for these exhibitions also
prior to 1937 and that coming are on sale at the Museum Shop. .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....J
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Xavier News endorses. Zeno·Lechlelter

(EDITORIAL)

The Xavier News, by unanimous agree- cina and Moroney voted against the proSaracino and Moroney apparently are
ment of its editorial board, endorses Tom posal to allocate $1200 of Student
attempting to appeal to each and every
Zeno and John lechleiter for the offices of Government funds for supplementary acaspecial interest group with which they come
Preside nt and Vice-president of Student demic financing. Nevertheless, the proposal
in contact; they are •xc;ellent ad-libbers. For
Government respectively. On. the basis of passed.
.
example, they recognized the importance of
this endorsement alone, arch~supporters of
Whereas Zeno and lechleiter speak from
the commuter vote and promptly flashed a
list of instantly _impressive promises. But such
the News might unquestioningly vote_ for the. basic commitments concerning the welfare
recommended ticket, while dedicated oppo- ·of Xavier's true students and of the univ~r
promises remain impressive only for the innents of the News would, just as promptly, sity as a whole, Saracino and Moroney op·
stant. Like those promises made to the dorm
cast their ballots for either of the two oppos- pear to be hoping for nothing more than
students, the commuter promises of Saracino
ing tickets; neither instance provides an ex- the prestige of winning a popularity contest.
and Moroney appear either superficially ad
ample of the intelligence required for any A close review of their platform would re·
hoc crowd-pleosers or proposals previously
democratic election to function properly. In veal this.
tri~d or presently in progress. Outstanding
choosing one individual over another for
Several planks of the Saracino-Moroney ·for its absurdity is their sixth proposal to
lowf)r food prices in the Grill; we ore to as-·.~r i
some representative office, several factors platform propose reforms .05 earth·shattershould be taken into account. The most imsume
that Student Government can quickly' '
ing innovations which, in .. fact, are already
the inflationary trend that Nixon·r· 1
reverse
portant, of course, Qre the candidates' per- in process. For example, the suggestions to
sonalities and platforms. Of principle con- investigate the General fee, to retain the .cannot. If all the conflicting vested. interes(! rI
group, that have swallowed such. promises,
cern, when one considers a proposed current pass-fail system (?), and to expand
platform, should be its foundational open house have already been completed. ·should appear at their first Senate meeting,
ideology and its practical feasibility. OelibSaracino and Moroney would discover
Other Saracino-Moroney proposals look
themselves
presiding over. a brawl.
eration about a candidate's personality sp lendi'd on p aper, b ut s'mpl
d
t
eco
1
y o no r g·
should exced mere popularity and include nize the limitations of Student Government's
The most disgusting element of the Saracareful assessment of his true character. On
cino-Moroney run for control of Student gov·
power. At least one of their proposals is aball points it is the belief of the Xavier News . solutely ridiculous; i.e., "Attempt to dis·
ernment is the spoils system by which it camthat Tom Zeno and John lechleiter excell.
paigns. It is appalling that any collection of
continue the policy of having the Board of
History has proven that political cam- Trustees vote on academic matters."
Xavier students vote collectively and, with
paigning most frequently degenerates to
little doubt, uncritically. Yet, the nods of cer·
In other areas, it is interesting how similar
the discredit of all involved. Probably the
tain
student head-honchoes can deliver
the Saracino-Moroney and the Zeno-lechlei·
most, perhaps the only,· intelligent .opinion
blocks
of students fn the ·ballot boxes. To
ter platforms may seem and, yet, how dif·
that .the Smith and Baum ticket has exsuch
bosses,
Saracino and Moroney have
ferent they remain. For instance, both tickets
pressed is its desire to avoid the carnival atpromised
prestigious
positions in their ad·
propose reduction in the core curriculum remosphere that often attends Xavier's stuministration
in
return
for
delivering the elec·.
quirements; Saracina's and Moroney's con·
dent elections. Unfortunately, they have
tion.
Such
methods
reek
of
more fundament
cern seems simply one of quantity, while
refrained from commenting on issues perthan
fundamental
philosophy.
Zeno and lechleiter balance their proposed
tinent to our present situation to such an ex·
Zeno. and lechleiter, however, have rereforms with an emphasis on quality. Here
tent that it is almost impossible for us to
fused to bribe their supporters with promises
especially the contrast. between the funda·
comment in turn. At best, the Smith-Baum
mental convictions of the latter and the of shirt-tail appointments. Their platform is a
platform seems plagued with myopic sweet"win·this-electi.,n" mentality of the former conscientious attempt to reconcile the ideals
ness. At worst, their ideas appear diametrimay be witnessed. Although·Saracina and of their reforms for Xavier as whole and the
cally .opposed to any concept of academic
Moroney
appear stronger in the social sec· actual power basis that Student Govern·
improvement and general reform that this
ment provides. There exists quite a dis·
tion
of
their
platform, with its emphasis on
university requires. With as much nonchatinction in trying to juggle everyone's pleas"bigness,"
they
seem
utterly
void
any
ex·
lance as Smith and Baum have approached
ure and in attempting to present a
this election, they may also be dismissed by periential knowledge concerning the dis·
intell~gent voters.
1
The two remaining tickets have both
viewed the jingo-billboard political campaign route as necessary; unhappily, they
may be correct. We only hope that no stu·
dent's vote is seriously influenced by who
placed the most pleasing poster in the most
prominent position on the mall.
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At first glance, many have said that the
Saracino-Moroney and the Zeno·Lechleiter
tickets are so similar that they become in·
distinguishable in any sort of deoate. Upon
reflection,_ however, the Xavier News dis·
agrees. It may seem odd that the prelimi·
nary statements of the two platforms should
directly oppose orie another while their subsequent proposals appear superficially the
same. The Saracina·Moroney ticket claimed
that Student Government has "become re· ·
moved from the student body"; Saracino
and Moroney have leveled that omnipresent
no-no adjective of "elitist" against the organization in which they, elsewhere, assert
•..
•• nnt1
they have played so dynamic a role. We be· astrous effects of sucll "big" ideas on Stu·
lieve rather that Vice-President Zeno and dent Government's budget. Consider the · philosophy that reflects the overriding con·
Senator Lechleiter have, for the first time in number of concerts Cincinnati itself offers cerns of all true students (whether they sleep
a long time, shown effective leadership and each year; consider the more than $l3,000 at home, in a dorm, or steal forty winks in
deserve the right to continue. Furthermore, in losses that Xavier's well-intentioned social the library) and of the university as a whole.
the popular politicing of several senators plans have incurred, and determine if we Careful consideration of this distiction de·
has done nothing but hinder several ex- require the prestige of having big-tim~ con- mands a 11ote for Zeno and lechleiter.
cellent proposals; for example, both Sara- certs in our very own field house.
-The Xavier New5
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Cincinnati Summer Opera schedule announced
Styrk Oi:woll, general manager "Aida" July 11 and .14. This i~ an- Mini-Met as the Marquise· and nati appearance with the Summer
of the Cincinnati Summer Opera, other new production which is a Ronald C~mbs, veteran.perf~rmer Opera Orchestra and Chorus.
has. announced th~ completion of gift of The Corbett Foundation. with the Summer Opera as Hor· Three of the operas this year are
casting for p~ductions of the 1973 Singing Radames will be James tentio. Anton Guadagno conducts. in English. They are "Tales of
·' season at Music Hall.
King, also of the Metropolitan Op- The scenery for the new production Hoffmann," "Hansel and Gretel"
To sing the three heroines of the era. Mezzo soprano Carol Smith of is from the Houston G_!and Opera. and "Daughter of the Regiment."
opei_iing "Tales of ~offmann" op-·the Zurich Ope~a d~ other Eur~p- A highlight of the season is the Previews of the operas will ag!Jin
posite Nor~an Treigle and John ean. hou~~s, wdl ~~ng .~~ne~is. Tebaldi-Corelli concert, already an- be presented by Ruth de Blasis 00
Alexa~der will be ~uise R~ss~ll as lows Qwhco of the Met .will smg nounced, on July. 7. These two fa- July 3 , 6 , l l, 13 , 15 , 18 and 25 .
Olym~rn; Joann Grillo as ~iuhet~a; Am~nasro: Barbara. Da~iel~, wh~ mous stars of the Metropolitan Op- These dates are Family Perform• and Lm~a Cook as Antoma. M!8s earhe~ this moot~ m Cmcmnah era, Renata Tebaldi and Franco ance nights when young people
, Russell 18 from the New York City ~as first place .wmner of the r~- Corelli, will make their first Cincin- aged 15 and under will be admitted
and Stuttgart Operas. Miss Cook is gional Metropolitan Opera Audi-

rJ C·h Sylvester at

at half price when accompanied by
an adult paying .full price. T.his
popular program is made possib~e
through t~e support of the 0~10
Arts Council.
Mail orders for single seats may
be directed to· Community Ticket
Office, 29 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. Free brochures
describing the season are available
from the Cincinnati Summer OP.
era, 1241 Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio
45210.

xu·. Theatre·-.

•
a Corbett Foundation Fellowshiptions.~l~singtheroleoftheP~es-E
singer who starred last year in teas. Ph.ibp .Booth, young Amencan
"Callisto" when it was produced by bass, will smg Ramfis. Anton Gu~.
the College-Conservatory of Music dagno conducts. James de Blasis
of the University of Cincinnati.
directs.
.
While entertaining at various west, including a mid-summer con~
by John Lechleiter
Susanne Marsee, mezzo soprano The title role of "Rigoletto" July
News Staff Re rter
restaurants and night clubs in the cert in the outdoor amphi- theater
of th, New York City Opera and a 13 and 15 will be sung by Metropo
Cincinnati area, Erich became ac- at the Indianapolis Museum of Art.
Corbett Foundation Fellowship politan Opera baritone Matteo On Saturday, March 31at8:30 quainted with John Denver, who And in October '72 Erich wrote a
singer, will appear as Nicklausse. Manuguerro. Kenneth Riegel, Newp.m. the Class of '75 will present was then.singing with the Mitchell campaign song for George
Robert Schmorr of the Metropoli- York City Opera tenor, will sing singer-guitarist songwriter Erich Trio. In March of '71, Denver put McGovern, and then sang it with
tan Opera, will return to Cincin- the Duke. Roberta Peters has al- Sylvester in concert in the Xavier Erich in touch with Mary Travers Cincinnati City Councilman Jerry.
nati to sing the roles of the four ser- ready been announced for the role University Theater. The concert who needed a guitarist for her first Springer (and a crowd of 8000)
vants.
of Gilda. Batyah Godfrey of the will also feature a preset with Willi solo concert tour. Erich played when McGovern spoke at the t,Jni1
·"Tai
f H0 ffm
,, .
Metropolitan Opera and another Simpson and Bill Romanos, two twelve concerts with Mary; begin- versity of Cincinnati .Fieldhouse.
th
;:;
;nn wt11 open Corbett Foundation singer, will Xavier freshmen.
ning at Carnegie Hall and· ending Usually, Erich is accompanied by
19
e
umdm~ll
bpera
seasot
dn
on
sing
Maddalena.
Mr.
Booth
apEri"ch
Sylvester
i·s
a
versati"le
with a week at the Troubador in Dave Dube on electric bass and
J une 30 an w1
e repea e on
ft th
d t"
. th
Lo An l
.
.
k bo ds
d
. all v·
·July 3. Anton Guadagno, the com_ .,ears or Se sec;n . •~ehm e singer-guitarist and songwriter
s
gees.
· ~Y Var & an ~:Sio~ y, .1c·
1
pany's famed principal conductor•deactosonwila"sl beparGa. ucfrani
e.
Rie.conl.· whose interest in music developed Afte I
.
.
.
rd an dure~tara
a armomca
will be on the podium. Tito Capo- u . r .
ian . co. vo i, early. At the age of ten, he was ser ~avmg the Mary Tra~ers an secon gw .
.
bianco of the New York City Opera n;ius1c director of the opera of Tu· 1ected for eni:ollment in Cincin· tou!• Erich completed a proJect Recently, Erich Sylvester acted
and the Berlin, Hamburg and nn, l~y, who ~ntly ~ebuted at nati's "Archbishop's Choir School''- whu:ih he had ~egun the Y.ear be- as Producer for a two LP.album by
Buenos Aires Operas, will retum to the Philadelphia Lyric 0per9:. where he acquired a trained voice ~or~ - a collecti~n of son~ for~ Father Carey Landry called HI
Cincinnati to direct. The scenery is Jam~ Lucas, .well-known Amen· and an ear for harmony. During m contemproary worship. Erich GOD!, son to be published by
from the New York City Opera.
c.an director, will stage the produc- his high school years, at St. Xavier,. ~rded the songs on an LP album Nor th American Liturgy. RE. .
. ·
. " .
tion.
. Erich taught himself to play the titled THE BEST IS YET TO sources. HIGOD!isareligiouseduS1nging ~e title roles m H~l
guitar in response to the Hoo· COME, and the record and sheet cation program for children based
a~d Gretel' July 6 and 8 wi~l be Carol Neblett has been an·tenany craze which was then music were publised in January of on music, and the recording in·
Miss Marsee as H~sel and Ei~een nounced for the role of Magda in sweeping the country· and by 1966 '72 by North American Liturgy Re- eludes several songs sung with a
Shelle as GreteL ~1ss ~belle is a "La Rondine" July 18 and 21. he was playing and singing with a sources, a publisher of contempo- chorus of first grade children. Er~orbett ~oundahon smger and Gianfranco Pastine is an Italian te- folk trio called Monday's Children. rary church music. THE BEST IS ich supervised the recording sessmgs leadmg roles ~hroughout the nor who will sing the role of RugYET TO COME has been warmly sions, played guitar, and supplied
U.!'· Mr. Schmorr will .portray The gero. Singing Rambaldo will be Ar- In 1967• Peter Yarrow (of ~eter, received, and Erich's songs can some vocal harmonies.
, Witch. Kerry McDevitt, another chie Drake bass baritone of the Paul aod Mary) heard the Children now be heard in many Catholic
.· .
.
Corbett Foundation singer, will Seattle, Sa~ Francisco and Chi- sing, and he took them to New and Pr~testant churches in the Currently, Erich is .makmg arportray the father Shirley Love of
Ge
Li .
.
York where they recorded a couple U "ted St -te
dC
d
rangements to appear m some folk
the New York Cit~ Opera will be cago 0 ~ras. · orfe vm:s is. ~ of jingles for TV commercials and ru
a s an
ana a.
clubs in Europe during July of '72,

the mother. Erich Kunzel 'resident Y.oungp ~ericGaln .enCor tswfi othw1 1 fa demo tape for record companies,
• Sym- smg
o an d t h ey appeared a t severa1 V"l
th S rumer.
ttl 0
·ona .11 u tor L"
i·
conductor of the Cincinnati
.
d
t
J
d
e
ea
e
pera,
wi
por
ray
i- lage clubs. But in 1968 Monday's
'
P h ony, w1 11 con uc · ames e sette Anton Guadagno conducts·
Blasis noted American director J
· d Bl .. d" ts A
· Children went their separate ways,
· h S y l vester b ecame a
·
• d ames
'
will stage
the new production
t" e th asis irec .· f new proh an d E ric
.
.
.
uc ion, e scenery is rom t e 1 · t
which i.s a gift of The Corbett Philadelphia Lyric Opera.
so ms·
Bever1y S;ll
·
h
·
1
1
Foundation.
i s stars m t e tit e ro e
The July 8 performance has_ been of "Daughter of the Regiment"
_sold out un~er the .sponsorship of July 25 and 28 to conclude the seat?e Great Rivers Girl Scout Coun- son. Rounding out the cast will be
ed.
Andrew Foldi, internationally
As earlier announcement of the famed bass, as Sulpice; Stanley
productions for the season con- Kolk, leading lyric tenor of the
tained the information that Mar-'Frankfort (Germany) Opera as
tina Arroyo of the Metropolitan Tonio; Elaine Bonazzi who is being
' Opera will sing the title role in featured in productions of the new

During the past year, Erich Sylvester has been a regularly feaperformer at the Family Owl
ctured
f · c· ·
t"
d h
a e· m mcmna i an
as appeared in concerts at .many high
.
schools and colleges m the Mid-

while Erich and his wife Anne visit
"th re 1a t"ives m
· S wi"t zer1an d . I n
addition, Erich will record another
·
ablum for North American Liturgy
0 h"
t
.1wsources upon is re urn f rom E urope in August
·
W1

Edgecliff To Present O'Casey
Play

1

Opening at Edgecliff College March 30 for a run for two week·ends is
The Plough and the Stars by noted playwright Sean O'Casey. The
drama is set in Dublin during the rebellion of 1916 and concerns the
lives of ordinary people caught up in the excitement, pathos and
tragedy of revolution. The focus is on the beliefs, behavior and actions
of one band of Dublin tenement dwellers rather than on the struggle
between Ireland and Britain which forms the background for the
s.tory. The pl~y shows t~e effects on laboring clas.s people ~f th.e form ation of the lrl8h Repubhcan Army, fierce champions of I~sh mdependence which even to this day commands allegiance from many Irish
nationalists.
Principals in the Edgecliff production include Tom Carlisle, Dan
Dermody, Peggy Halpin, Mark Halpin, Carolyn Reedy, Pan Rohs, Michael Shooner and Jan Weinkam.
The Plough and the Stars can be seen at Edgecliff College Theatre,
2220 Victory Parkway at 8:30 on Friday, March 30 and at 8 pm on Saturday and Sunday, March 31-April 1. The play will be performed at 8
o'clock again April 5 through 7. Edgecliff Theatre box office, open
from 10 to 4, has information on ticket prices and reservations for this
play and for the new rock opera Right On Karl Marx which the college
is presenting as the final production of the academic year. Call 961-.
4570.
.

MOTORIST INSURANCE COMPANIES
Auto/Motorcycle Insurance
Special rates for young drivers. Good Student/Drivers
Training discounts. Monthly terms.
Phone for rates.

MEISSNER/WESTRICH
3236 Harrison Ave.
661-4426 .

,
•
· ·· .
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JUNIOR CLASS
PROM
SATURDAY, APRIL 7
8:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Friar's Club .
65 W. McMiiian
Price: $3.50 a couple
Price includes Free ice and mix,
potato ·chips and pretz~ls.

Semi-formal
Band: BITTERSWEET

BEGIN :- IMPROVE - CONTINUE YOUR
SPANISH IN COLOMBIA, SOUTH AMERICA
4 weeks 8 weeks -

July or August - $415
July and August - $675

T.T. Miami-Bogota, Tuition. Room & Board. XU Credits
Instruction in several levels.
Special section for Spanish teachers.
Call or write:
College of Continuing Education
Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207

(Tel: 513-745-3355)
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'Bill Kerwin at the movies

ON CAMPUS

shaking observations, its not sur· with a t.otal lack of economy; Roma
.CLEF CLUB
FELLINI ROMA
prisfng that Fellini's view of could be shortened by 'an hour,
It is a commonplace observation, traditional Catholicism is that of without any appreciable damage.
The Xavier University Clef Club and The Xavier Chorale ar~ hold·
even among the most casual view· an adlolescent, but it is surprising
In spite of an this, Roma, al· ing their 47th annual Spring Concert on Saturday April 7, 8:30 p.m. in
era of his films, that Frederico Fel· that it seems t.o be that of a Protea· though much t.oo long, is rather en· the University Center Theater. Their guests this year are the women
lini is passionately interested in tant adolescent. (Fellini shows us joyable. There is some vigorous, from Edgecliff College (The Edgecliff Choral Ensemble). The program
circuses and carnivals. Although an "ecclesi&Btical fashion show," e&l'thy humor, particularly in the will consist of classical t.o contemporary music. Tickets are $1.00. Xa·
the way in which he exhibits them the most striking feature of which music hall scene. Fellini, although vier students will be admitted free upon presentation of their ID's.
t.o the audience may vary consid· is the blinking neon lights decora· infuriating as an artist, is rather
erably - it may be naturalistic ting the mitres and chasuables, likable as a sideshow barker. If you
(Variety Lights), allegorical (La and which ends with the fashion· would like t.o go t.o the freak shows
SPRING WEEK-END CARNIVAL APRIL 6, 1973
Strada), surr.ealistic (8'h), or simply show audience kneeling down and that are often to be seen at state
straightforward (The Clowns) - worshipping the Pope.)
. fairs, but hesitate because you're
PURPOSE
Despite Fellini's attempt t.o con· afraid the freaks might stare bac!<
the circus and carnival performers,
those most ancient and much neg· vice us that Roma is a docu· at you, you nright find Roma (like
To provide on campus actiVity at a time accessible tp all students
lected ancestors of the modem the- mentary (he even introduces the Satyricon) t.o be an effective sub- and their friends whereby people can be involved as spectators, partici·
ater, are never very far from Fel· audience t.o his camera crew),. this stitute. Right this way, ladies and pants, or both.
lini's attentions. This is something is, by far, the !'ltagiest Fellini film gentlemen, t.o see the feaks!
METHODOLOGY
more than (although not quite dis- to date. Every effect is achi~ved
Appropriate areas of the campus will be used for carnival type
tinct from) an obsession, for Fellini :;·
booths t.o be manned by members of campus organizations or living
uses the carnival and circus as a i:
units. Booths will include games or activities of chance or skill.
metaphor for human existence. If '
all the worlq's a stage, it is the
PROCEDURES
stage of a down-at-heels carnival, .
1) All campus organization or living unit (floor wing, etc.) are en·
where action is synonymous with ""
couraged t.o enter an booth.
exaggeration, and where the cos·
2) Two tables will be provided each organization and in an area
tumes of the principle act.ors (the
large en~ugh t.o conduct their activity.
·
· clowns) are garish and often
threadbare. Inevitably, a signifi·
3) Each sponsering group will be assessed a $5.00 entry fee to cover
cant part of this carnival of life is
costs of table rental. Any profits from the booth will go t.o the spon11er·
the freak show, with its dwarves,
ing organization treasury. No profits may go directly t.o an individ.ual
turtle boys, hermaphrodites, fat
member of the campus community.
ladies, and pickled foetuses.
4) Ide~ for a booth will be reserved on a first come first serve basis.
Such a metaphor is rather ob·
Date and time received will be recorded in the office of Mr. Ray Guye,
vious, of course, but it can be pc>wAssistant Dean for Student Development. DEADLINE· FOR EN·
erful nonetheless; the success of a
TRIES IS MONDAY, APRIL 2 at 12 NOON.
work of art depends, not on the
5) A feel market area will be set up on the Grill Terrace for individ·
presence or absence of such a char·
uals who want t.o trade or sell personal items. ~ore information will be
acteristic metaphor, but on how
·
released on the flea market at a later time.
well the metaphor is developed
6) Other then the space and tables, each participant is responsible
within the particular work in ques· ·
for providing their own props and supplies.
tion. (I realize that such a principle ;'.
may appear to be too obvious to {\;
7) Refreshment stands can also be made available on a concession
. .
merit mention, but it is precisely 1·
-..4/•'
basis and are subject t.o the same rules and regulations applicable t.o
this principle which is lacking in
if' · t:.-' . ~:•.:..;. -:·:'-·;,~~::... · ·.._,!$_
activity booths.
·
mu~h contemporary film criticism The Navy's promotional band, Tidal Wave, during their recent
8) No stand or booth may open before 1:00 P.M. and all stands must .
which tends to assume tha~ t~e appearance in the Xavier cafeteria..
· ·
be closed by 6:00 P.M.
mere recurrence of a theme within ; . " . . . : . . . . . - . . ..... ·... . . .· .
9) In the event of inclement weather the Carnival will be moved in·
·
.
the direct.or's body of work - John ·
side the University Center on a "BB space is available" basis, and acFord's theme of male camaraderie,
cording t.o the date and time of original sign-up.
for example - suffices to grant
that director the status of a major
· 10) As ideas for booths are reserved, an entry list will be posted in
artist.)
~
the lobby of the university center.
Now, it seems t.o me that an art. GENERAL COMMENTS
ist can handle such a metaphor in
ide&B
which
have already been mentioned include a slot car
Some
one of two general ways. He can
racing booth, dunk booth, ring t.oss, palmist, guess your weight, etc.
present us with reality in all its va(Not all of these have necessarily been reserved)'For additional ideas,
riety and fullness, using the meta· ·.
reflect on carnivals, state fairs, etc. you have attended in the past. As
phor to illuminate certain aspects
usual imagination and creativity are
of the reality and to give it acer·
. keynotes
. for a successful booth.
.
tain general form. Or, on the other
Received
hand, he can limit the reality itself
so that it conforms to his image of
it, using the metaphor as an aes·
Tim..__ _ _ _ _ __
thetic Procrustean bed. The former
.Jerry Perry ''gets it on" with a student
is the characteristic approach of during the Navy's Tidal Wave performance in the cafeteria last
the intuitive artist; the latter is the 'lburaday.
characteristic approach of the in- ------------.....;--~----------.,.
Official Entry Blank
tellectual.
Thewill
artist
the
first
method
tend.who
to beuses
a realXAVIER NEWS===============~"
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ist. a psychologist. whereas the artist who uses the second method
will tend to be a satirist, an allegorist, or a producer of agit prop.
Although, in his earlier career,
Fellini tended to use the former approach, in his more recent films he
has confined himself exclusively to
the latter. The world isn't like a
carnival, it is a carnival, and nothing more. Such a method is valid,
but only for an artist who pos·
aesses vigorous intellectual equipment. An artist should straight·
jacket reality in order t.o clarify it,
not for the pure pleasure of limiting
its movements. But a vigorous in·
tellect is precisely what Fellini
lacks as an artist. Without any
penetrating intellectual vision, his
films degenerate int.o a catalogue
of obsessions.
Fellini Roma is a characteristic
example of such degeneration. Its
intellectual ideas are ast.ounding in
their vacuousness. For Fellini, the
youth revolution is important be·
cause now young people can make
love in public squares without having to sneak around to whorehouses: The· extent of Fellini's cultural comments seems t.o be that it
is a regrettable, but inevitable fact,
that contemporary man loses touch
with the artistic productions of ear·
lier civilizations. Given these earth·

:==

·oN CAMPUS

"""-------------------------~
MAN RESA

Xavier University Spring Carnival

Our group N A M E ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Plan to enter
booth in the Spring
Carnival. Briefly describe activity, including props necessary,
object and cost t.o participan...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

There will be a meeting for all those interested in working on the
staff of Manresa on Thursday March 29 at 7:30 p.m. at the Pied Piuer..
CAMPUS MINISTRY
·
Father Brueggeman, chairman of the Bellarmine Ecunu~nism Com·
mission, has arranged an open house and t.our at the new. Holy Trinity ·
- St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox Chuich on Sunday, April 1, at 1:00
P.M. The church is located at 7000 Winton Road. The pastor, Father
Constantine Mitsoa, invites all memb8rs of the Bellarmine ccimmunity
who wish t.o attend. Those wishing to go are asked to sip their names
on a list kept in the chapel office. Please indicate if transportation is
needed or if you can take one or more passengers with you. '11\oae
wanting transportation will meet with · their riders at 12:20 p.m. in
front' of the chapel on that day. For.further information, or for reaerva· ·
tions if you cannot get to the chapel sip-in sheet, call Mrs. Dorothy
Garascia, 281-7710. Or, if you have transportation, just come.
BREEN LODGE
The Educational Resource and Women's Center at Breen ~ge is
sponsoring the program Homosexuality, March 28 at 8:00 p.m.! m the
OKI room complex in Xavier's University Center. Th~ complex 18 three
inter-connected rooms across from the Musketeer <;lnll on the ground ·
level towards the backstage entrance. The speaker 18 Ma. Carolyn Jen·
kins' of Edgecliff sociologist's perspective. She has n:quested that. the
audience be limited t.o 35 people for a more effective P!esentat~on.
Therefore, only the first 35 people will be seated. If there 18 sufficient
interest expressed for a repeat program, arrange~ents can be made.

Penom NBpomible for operation:

Name__________

Phone _ _ _ _ _ __

N~e·---------Niime_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone ________

I hav~ read and agree t.o the terms and conditions for entering
the Carnival and agree that I in the name of the organization
will acicept full responsibility for conducting the activity and
will be held accountable for any damage or misuse of University or rental property.
Signed _________________

Entry fee m:eived: Amt._ _ _ _ _ b y - - - - - - - -
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SPORTS

1973 XAVIER UNIVERSITY
TENNIS SCHEDULE
Wright State
Dayton
Ball State
N. KentuckY
Dayton
Marshall
SPRING TRIP
Butler
U. of Chicago
Chicago State
Earlham
N. Kentucky
Centre
Centre
Wright State

Saturday
Sunday
Saturday
Monday
Friday
Saturday

March 31
April 1
April 7
April 9
April 13
April 14

Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Saturday
Monday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Saturday

April 19
April 20
April 21
April 28
April 30
May 2
May 9
May 12

Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away

1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
2:30
1:00

1:00"
2:30
2:30
1:00

Other Matches not yet determined by dates: Louisville Tran·
sylvania, Wilmington, Georgetown, Ky.
'

·Spring Sports ·Program

XAVIER UNIVERSITY 1973 GOLF SCHEDULE
Wednesday
Friday
Monday"'
Friday
Monday
Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Wednesday
Friday
MondaY
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Monday,
_Friday

March 21st was the first official Xavier's Baseball Team under
day of Spring. Xavier University Coach Bill Wolff will open its sea·
opened its spring sports program .son on March 29th when they host
when the sailing club traveled to Hanover College. This will be the
Detroit to participate in the Ice first game of a 33 game schedule.
Breaker last weekend. Xavier's Last year the team posted a 15·9
Sailing Club is coached by Tom record and Coach Wolff feels with
Grogan who was taken the team to the returning of 14 players that
the Nationals two years in a row. they could very well improve on
Top members of this year's squad that record. The Co-Captain for
includes: Mike Bognar, Paul Siegel, this year are Don Jostworth and
Bill Bromer and. Bridget Harmon. Mike Bolger. The team has four
Xavier's Golf Team opens its sea· pitchers returning from'. last year,
son on March 28th when the golf they are: James Bath, Mi~e Bolge~,
team travels to Wright State Ray ~n Schwegman, and Mike Was1·
Baldwin is starting his 26th year mak.
as Coach. of Xavier's Golf Team. Xavier's Tennis Team which was
They will be trying to improve on 19-1 last year will open the season
its 12·5 record of last year.
on March 31st against Wright
~~~-,.-------------------------~··-------.-;;·
State at home. Xavier's Tennis
Coach is Jim Brockhoff and the
Co-Captains for this year are Ed
Jacques and Stan Beck.

March 28
March 30
April 2
April 6
April 9
- April 11
April 13
April 14
April 16
May 2
May 4
May 7
MaylO
Mayll
May12
May14
May18

..

r.-~--------

Wright State-Xavier
Louisville-Xavier
N. Kentucky-Hanover-Xavier
Bellannine-Thomas More-Dayton-XU
Hanover-Xavier
Dayton-Xavier
N. Kentucky-Transylvania-Xavier
Centre College-Xavier
U.C.-Eastem Ky.-Wright St.-XU
Transylvania-Xavier
Thomas More-Xavier
Berea College-~1tvier
SPARTAN INVITATIONAL-Michigan State
SPARTAN INVITATIONAL-Michigan State
SPARTAN INVITATIONAL-Michigan State
Louisville-Wright State-Xavier
U.C.-Xavier
,.

Away·
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home

----•

Naturally light
and refreshing

DENNING'S TAX &
ACCOUNTING
SERVICE
$4 TO $5 PER RETURN
(including State)

Contact
DAVID A. DENNING
1460 DANA AVE. ·
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45207
or CALL 631-7949
for an appointment

ATTENTION!!!
PAOFESSOASI!!
NEED 4 BEDROOMS?

5? 6?
Have large-all-brick home on a
100 ft. lot in Bond Hill near
St. Agnes & Bond Hill Schools
and both playgrounds. Brand
new 15 x 15 equipped kitchen;
4-15 ft. bedrooms on 2nd floor;
2 extra large bedrooms on-3rd;
hot water heat; 2 car garage.
Carpeting. This is a low upkeep,
extremely livable home.
ADAM WESTERKAMP

891·4306

• ;. .C;'

',':J /
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HIROPRACTI·
···A· Dyilrimic a•ll
Rewardi•I ·Career
Tiii l•ll For Mort Daetan Of
ChiropllCtic l1 lllCl'lllin1
'.

For information on . career opportunities within the
Chiropractic Profession· fill in and mail to: Chiropractic
Career; Hamilton County Chiropractic Association, P.O. Box
11206, Cincinnati,· Ohio, 45211

NAlttE :•••••·• • • • • • • • • •••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ADDRESS: STREET .........................................

CITY•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• ZIP ••••••••••• ~
COLLEGE t\TIENDING .•••••••••. Grad. Date•••••..
Times may change. The world.
The Church. But otie thing never
changes. Our need for each other.
The sick, the poor. the despondent are with us still but the Dominican Sisters of the Sick Poor
try to help.,. in their own way
with their own gifts.
Their mission is to nurse the
needy in their own homes. Young
and old without regard to race or
religion. To care for the children
left adrift when iUness comes. To
keep families together. To bring
comfort to the sick. Peace to the
aged. And to bring Christ's Jove
to all.
It isn't easy to be a Dominican
Sister of the Sick Poor but the
rewards are far greater than a
patient's smile. For now, this is
reward enough.
If you feel the need of a change,
and you can accept a challenge,
why not find out more about the
WOTK we do?

The Dominican Sisters of the Sick
Poor offer a unJque opportunity
to work in the field before aSAJm.
Ing any obll1atlons. For lnforma·
tion about the AssoCiate Program
write to:
Sister l\larauerite Mitchell,
Vocation Director
Room 107
Mariandale, Os.sining,
New \'ork 10562

.....,

DOMllCJI a11D CIF
''V1

STUDENT SUMMER JOBS
Learn how to make $ ~ 00.00 or more per week
Plus CASH SCHOLARSHIPS.
For More Information Contact Placement Office
or reply in writing· to:

SEE THE NEW 1973

.Water Cooled Overhead
. Call'! Front Engine
Front Wheel Drive
4-Speed Synchromish
Transmission
'Power Disc Brake

HOllDAS

STEVE MUELLER
733 North Bend Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45224. ·

12 Month or 12,000
:Mile Warranty
Fully Reclining
Bucket Seats
White Wall Tires
• Air Conditioning

Come In for a Test Drive Today .

'·

Able to cruise at freeway
speeds, the engine is
water-cooled, overhead
cam, four-cylinder, fourstroke · and transversely
mounted. A four-speed all
synchromesh transmission ·
is standard. with Hondamatic© available as an
option.:

CHEVROLET
:HONDA
1-75 at Colerair:i Exit
4124 Spring Grove Avs.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45223
Phone: 541-3300

•Optional

•••
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The weekend. And you've gota little time
to spend. Any way you want. Good times,
good friends. And Coca-Cola to help
make it great..

!II

It's the real thing.~
GENE.Rous ·!>iscouNTS TO AL.~ x·AvlER STUDENTS
AND FACULTY MEMBERS.

~
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